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Lynn Austin Will Delight Readers with Her
Winsome Heroine Alice Grace Ripley lives in
a dream world, her nose stuck in a book.
But happily-ever-after life she's planned on
suddenly falls apart when her boyfriend,
Gordon, breaks up with her, accusing her of
living in a world of fiction instead of the real
world. Then to top it off, Alice loses her
beloved job at the library because of
cutbacks due to the Great Depression.
Fleeing small-town gossip, Alice heads to
the mountains of eastern Kentucky to
deliver five boxes of donated books to the
library in the tiny coal-mining village of
Acorn. Dropped off by her relatives, Alice
volunteers to stay for two weeks to help the
librarian, Leslie McDougal. But the librarian
turns out to be far different than she
anticipated--not to mention the four lady
librarians who travel to the remote homes
to deliver the much-desired books. While
Alice is trapped in Acorn against her will,
she soon finds that real-life adventure and
mystery--and especially romance--are far
better than her humble dreams could have
imagined.
Never did Meredith “Alice” Hughes expect
to stumble upon a portal to another world in
some boy’s locker, and that portal leading
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to Wonderland. After something shoves her
through, she runs into her classmates and
discovers that they are characters from
Lewis Carroll’s “Alice’s Adventures in
Wonderland”. They make her forget
everything she saw, but that doesn’t mean
she is out of trouble yet. The White Rabbit
has other plans for her as he sneaks into
her hometown of Salem, Oregon and tries to
kill her before she can stop the evil taking
over Wonderland. But just before he
succeeds, the Cheshire Cat saves her and
takes her back to Wonderland. Except now
she is stuck in the fantasy world and has to
fight the Cirque de Rêves, a group led by
Morpheus that is trying to take over
Wonderland. However, it’s not just
Wonderland that is in trouble, but also the
people in her world as each citizen in
Wonderland represents a human’s dream.
Can Alice overcome her fears and
insecurities to defeat Morpheus? Or will he
be able to lock her away in darkness
forever? "Fantastic Worldbuilding Wondrous
Characterization Eccentric Plot Fragments
of charming romance Refreshing YA
fairytale!" - Amazon Review "I loved the
premise of the story: something is wrong in
Wonderland, but the original Alice isn’t
there to save it this time. A new Alice is
pulled into Wonderland to defeat the latest
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evil, finding that pieces of Lewis Carroll’s
original story were based in truth and now
she must step into the shoes of a legendary
hero. Details from the original Alice in
Wonderland are brilliantly woven into the
novel, and usually with a twist that makes it
fresh." - Amazon Review "I found myself
becoming completely immersed into
Wonderland and this particular story. I liked
the various nods to the original story, while
keeping true to this retelling. I have read a
few Alice in Wonderland retellings, and
Trapped in Wonderland is probably my
favorite." - Goodreads Review
Home at last after years of exile, Neve and
Hugo Everly just want to pick up the pieces
of their life and enjoy time with their
growing family, but destiny has its own
plan. A tragic loss nearly tears the family
apart, and an unexpected guest brings a
warning of dire events still to come. Hugo
and Neve find themselves in danger once
again; for outstanding debts must be paid,
and old enemies will no longer wait to settle
scores.
Wonderland and the Looking Glass World
have been joined to Oz, saving three faery
lands from destruction - but nothing is as
simple as this when the Cheshire Cat is
involved. Meanwhile, the March Hare leads
a renegade army from Wonderland and
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Mombi plots to bring even more chaos in an
effort to escape Oz. Glinda must delve into
her own past - but will what she discovers
require the greatest sacrifice of all? And as
three magical realms seek to find balance,
an eternally young boy makes his way to Oz
with secrets of yet another faery world Neverland. With a faithful eye to the
original Baum, Carroll and Barrie classics,
The Marvelous Neverland of Oz launches the
next exciting chapter in the modern classic
Oz-Wonderland series.
Trapped in Wonderland
The Queen's Gambit (the Wonderland
Series: Book 4)
The Search for WondLa
Abby in Wonderland (Whatever After
Special Edition #1)
The Wicked Wonderland Duet
From the author of Dorothy vs. Alice comes this
dementedly funny reimagining of the classic tale.
Alice never left Wonderland. She's trapped. She's
angry. And she wants revenge. The truth is not what
you were led to believe. It wasn't all "just a dream."
It's a nightmare. A nightmare she can't escape,
where formerly pleasant characters throw her
unhappy unbirthday parties to torment her, while
others like to make her cry so they can lick her tears.
But one day after years of this unpleasantness, she
loses her heart. Literally. Well, technically someone
steals it. And she has to get it back. By any means
necessary. And it's a lot easier to be ruthless now
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that she's heartless. Alice is fed up with all the losers
of Wonderland, from the goofy Mad Hatter to the
bloodthirsty Cheshire Cat to the sadistic Queen of
Hearts. And Alice is tired of being so sweet and
innocent, with all her dimples. She used to be a
preteen, but today is her 13th birthday, and she’ll be
singing unhappy birthday loudly as she delivers
violent justice! Yeah, she used to be so sweet you
could die. Well, now they all shall die…literally. Yes,
from now on, she shall deal death with two dimples
and a giggled kill line. She’ll be a super cute Angel of
Death! It may be 1865, but Alice is about to go
medieval. She will have her heart returned to her
even if she has to kill all the citizens of Wonderland
one by one… Malice in Wonderland Saga Malice in
Wonderland Prequel Malice in Wonderland #1: Alice
the Assassin Malice in Wonderland #2: Alice the
Angel of Death Malice In Wonderland #3: Alice the
Girl Who Will Tear Your Heart Out and Show It To
You Before You Die Malice Hates Fairy Tales Trilogy
Jabberwocky Trilogy Dorothy vs. Alice Trilogy
Keywords: free Alice in Wonderland, Through the
Looking Glass, Lewis Carroll, Lewis Carol, Cheshire
Cat, Mad Hatter, Humpty Dumpty, Gregory Maguire,
Coraline, twisted fairy tales, fairy tale retellings,
reboot, horror, paranormal,fantasy, coming of age,
teen, Jabberwock, Jabberwocky, Caterpillar,
Tweedledum, Tweedledee, Red Queen, Queen of
Hearts, Tim Burton, Serena Valentino, Wicked
Queen, knight, steampunk, victorian, british, period
piece, Dorothy Must Die,parody, Through the
Looking Glass, The Hunting of the Snark
Sins of Omission (the Wonderland Series: Book
3)Wonderland
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P.T. and Gloria need a great plan to ensure the
Wonderland can beat a slick new attraction in the
"Fun In The Sun" contest.
We are proud to present the very first Special Edition
in the enchanting NYT bestselling Whatever After
series.
Comes the Dawn (the Wonderland Series: Book 5)
Wicked Wonderland
Into the Madness
Alice's Adventures In Wonderland
Wonderland

Tells a simplified version of the story of a girl who
falls down a rabbit hole and discovers a world of
nonsensical and amusing characters.
Something monstrous has been found in the magic
world of Wonderland and it wants to get out. Lewis
Carroll created a curious and fantastical world in his
classic book Alice in Wonderland, but he secretly
recorded the true story of his actual travels to
Wonderland in four journals which have been lost to
the world...until now. Celia and Tyrus discover the
legendary Lost Diaries of Wonderland and fall into a
portal that pulls them into the same fantasy world as
the White Rabbit and the Mad Hatter. However,
Wonderland has vastly changed. A darkness has
settled over the land, and some creatures and
characters that Tyrus remembers from the book
have been transformed into angry monsters. Celia
and Tyrus make their way through this unpredictable
and dangerous land, helped by familiar friends
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including the Cheshire Cat and a new character,
Sylvan, a young rabbit. Together, they desperately
work to solve puzzles and riddles, looking for a way
out of Wonderland. But the danger increases when
the Queen of Hearts begins hunting them. Believing
the two young visitors hold the key to opening
multiple portals to multiple worlds, she will stop at
nothing to capture them. It's up to Celia and Tyrus to
save Wonderland and the real world. It's a race
against time before they are trapped in Wonderland
forever.
When Hugo is imprisoned on a charge of treason
and Neve is accused of witchcraft by a spiteful rival
the Everlys must put their scruples aside in order to
save their family and make a bid for freedom.
However, their decision will alter not only their own
future, but change the lives of everyone they hold
dear. Can they escape in time, and will those left
behind pay the ultimate price for their loyalty? The
Wonderland Series comes to an end in this gripping
last installment.
The Myth: Alice was an ordinary girl who stepped
through the looking glass and entered a fairy-tale
world invented by Lewis Carroll in his famous
storybook. The Truth: Wonderland is real. Alyss
Heart is the heir to the throne, until her murderous
aunt Redd steals the crown and kills Alyss? parents.
To escape Redd, Alyss and her bodyguard, Hatter
Madigan, must flee to our world through the Pool of
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Tears. But in the pool Alyss and Hatter are
separated. Lost and alone in Victorian London, Alyss
is befriended by an aspiring author to whom she tells
the violent, heartbreaking story of her young life. Yet
he gets the story all wrong. Hatter Madigan knows
the truth only too well, and he is searching every
corner of our world to find the lost princess and
return her to Wonderland so she may battle Redd for
her rightful place as the Queen of Hearts.
Alice's Adventures Under Ground
Alex in Wonderland
A Reverse Harem Alice in Wonderland Story
Blood of Wonderland
The Lost Wonderland Diaries, Volume 1

Join Mira and Dave the naughtiest unicorn
on a magical wintry adventure in this
brand new book in the bestselling
Naughtiest Unicorn series! Perfect for
young readers of 6+
“Outrageous hijinks and nonstop
hilarity—five-stars!” —Lincoln Peirce,
author of the Big Nate series From the
bestselling author of Escape from Mr.
Lemoncello’s Library and co-author with
James Patterson of I Funny, House of
Robots, and Treasure Hunters, comes a
hilarious illustrated series about all the
wacky things that happen when you live in
a motel! Eleven-year-old P. T. Wilkie may
be the greatest storyteller alive. But he
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knows one thing for a fact: the Wonderland
Motel is the best place a kid could ever
live! All-you-can-eat poolside ice cream!
A snack machine in the living room! A frog
slide! A giant rampaging alligator! (Okay,
that last one may or may not be made up.)
There’s only one thing the Wonderland
doesn’t have, though—customers. And if the
Wonderland doesn’t get them soon, P.T. and
his friend Gloria may have to say goodbye
to their beloved motel forever. They need
to think BIG. They need to think BOLD.
They need an OUTRAGEOUS plan. Luckily for
them, Gloria is a business GENIUS, and
OUTRAGEOUS is practically P.T.’s middle
name. With Gloria’s smarts and P.T.’s
world-famous stories and schemes, there’s
got to be a way to save the Wonderland!
BONUS: Includes fun extras like P. T.
Wilkie’s outrageous (and sometimes useful)
things you learn living in a motel.
Installment 1: How to say “Help! The
toilet is clogged!” in over twenty
languages! Here's What People are saying
about Welcome to Wonderland! * A New York
Times Bestseller * Sunshine State Young
Readers Award List * Winner of the Sid
Fleischman Humor Award * “Outrageous
hijinks and nonstop hilarity—five-stars!
Kids who check into this madcap motel will
want to stay forever!” —Lincoln Peirce,
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author of the Big Nate series "So funny I
fell off my bed!"--Izzy B., age 10
"Classic Grabenstein. The mystery should
satisfy Grabenstein’s “Mr. Lemoncello”
followers, and the humor and visuals will
appeal to fans of his collaborations with
James Patterson. This new series should be
a hit."—School Library Journal “A delight.
P.T. is a hoot and a half. A funny, madcap
dash. Grabenstein . . . threads in a
mystery that blooms in the last act and
that puts this particular read over the
top."—Kirkus Reviews “Charm galore. Easy
and breezy, this well-paced novel . . .
belongs in the hands of any readers
wanting their bad guys bad, their good
guys great, and a little of Wonderland’s
promised fun in the sun.”—The Bulletin of
the Center for Children’s Books
“A house of wonders itself. . . .
Wonderland inspires grins and well-whatd'ya-knows” —The New York Times Book
Review From the New York Times–bestselling
author of How We Got to Now and Extra
Life, a look at the world-changing
innovations we made while keeping
ourselves entertained. This lushly
illustrated history of popular
entertainment takes a long-zoom approach,
contending that the pursuit of novelty and
wonder is a powerful driver of worldPage 10/25
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shaping technological change. Steven
Johnson argues that, throughout history,
the cutting edge of innovation lies
wherever people are working the hardest to
keep themselves and others amused.
Johnson’s storytelling is just as
delightful as the inventions he describes,
full of surprising stops along the journey
from simple concepts to complex modern
systems. He introduces us to the colorful
innovators of leisure: the explorers,
proprietors, showmen, and artists who
changed the trajectory of history with
their luxurious wares, exotic meals,
taverns, gambling tables, and magic shows.
In Wonderland, Johnson compellingly argues
that observers of technological and social
trends should be looking for clues in
novel amusements. You’ll find the future
wherever people are having the most fun.
When her mother uproots them again to
another home and takes a job as
housekeeper, ten-year-old Mavis is
determined to find a best friend in
Landry, Alabama, where the summer also
holds the promise of friendship and change
for a sad man, a stray dog, and a timid
girl.
Wonderland (the Wonderland Series
The Passage (the Wonderland Series
Welcome to Wonderland #3: Sandapalooza
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Shake-Up
Dorothy Through the Looking Glass (OzWonderland Book 2)
Malice in Wonderland #1: Alice the
Assassin
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland (1865) is a novel
written by English author Charles Lutwidge Dodgson,
better known under the pseudonym Lewis Carroll. It
tells the story of a girl named Alice who falls down a
rabbit-hole into a fantasy world populated by peculiar
and anthropomorphic creatures. The tale is filled
with allusions to Dodgson's friends (and enemies),
and to the lessons that British schoolchildren were
expected to memorize. The tale plays with logic in
ways that have made the story of lasting popularity
with adults as well as children. It is considered to be
one of the most characteristic examples of the genre
of literary nonsense, and its narrative course and
structure has been enormously influential, mainly in
the fantasy genre.
Eva Nine was raised by the robot Muthr. But when a
marauder destroys the underground sanctuary she
called home, twelve-year-old Eva is forced to flee
aboveground. Eva Nine is searching for anyone else
like her. She knows that other humans exist because
of a very special item she treasures ~ a scrap of
cardboard on which is depicted a young girl, an adult,
and a robot along with the strange word "WondLa".
Tony DiTerlizzi honours traditional children's
literature in this totally original space age adventure:
one that is as complex as an alien planet, but as
simple as a child's wish for a place to belong.
When Hugo and Neve settle in Paris, they assume
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that they will enjoy a few peaceful years away from
the turmoil of British politics, but they are not nearly
as safe as they believe themselves to be, especially
since everyone has something to hide. Meanwhile,
Max must learn to adapt to life on a sugar plantation
in Barbados, and decide whether to accept help from
an unexpected and dangerous source; a decision
which may cost him his life.
Follow Abby Cadabby and Elmo down the rabbit hole
in this enchanting reimagining of the classic
children's book. Can you recognize Cookie Monster
and Oscar the Grouch?
Queen of Madness
Wonderland Creek
The Naughtiest Unicorn in a Winter Wonderland
Book 1)
A Coloring Book Inspired by Alice's Adventures

Forced to return to London to try to save Max
from the gallows, Hugo and Neve are well aware
of the danger of their situation and try to
anticipate every eventuality. But, betrayal comes
from an unexpected quarter, putting Neve and
Hugo in mortal danger, and forcing them to
reevaluate whom they can trust. Unexpected
reunions, simmering old hatreds, and shocking
betrayals abound as Neve and Hugo race against
time to help Max, and flee England before it's too
late.
The Queens have managed more success in the
Second Purging than Mal ever intended them to
have. Laddenworn itself is starting to bleed
again, as it did when The Culling began centuries
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ago. Patches are being burned, Villages
destroyed, Colonies demolished. In the midst of
the horror, Mal is determined to carve out a little
bit of time with her men. Because if they can't
communicate, they're not likely to trust each
other. And if you can't trust someone to have
your back in a battle that will result in many
deaths, their likelihood of succeeding is minimal.
But a betrayal comes where she least expects it
and turns her entire world upside down. She
finds herself a prisoner and her men are slowly
tearing themselves apart in her absence. How is
she supposed to fix Wonderland if she can't even
keep her men together - or get herself out of the
steel grasp that holds her.**This is a full-length
new adult, reverse harem, dark romance novel
with a #whychoose ending, meaning the main
character gets a happily ever after with more
than one man (eventually). It contains magic,
demons, shifters, nonsense, explicit sex scenes,
blood, violence, murder. There are references to
past emotional abuse. This is a MMFMM book
with a STRONG focus on the woman (although
there is some MM and MMF in here, too). This is
book 4 of 4 in the series.
The Wizard's journey to Wonderland has exposed
a shared history between that faery land and Oz but the meaning behind the connection is still
largely a mystery. Dorothy and Alice have come
together to save Wonderland, but can they do
anything before the Wicked Witches succeed in
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taking over Oz? With the looming conflict already
threatening two worlds, the path ahead leads
Dorothy to a third: a mysterious unnamed world
that exists on the other side of a mirror in the
university at Oxford - where reality itself has
been set backwards, and Dorothy finds that
entering this particular faery land may end up
being a one-way trip. Meanwhile, Alice must
come to grips with what Wonderland did to her
all those years ago. Written with a faithful eye to
the original Baum and Carroll classics, Dorothy
Through the Looking Glass continues the epic
adventure that brings together both classic
heroines from Oz and Wonderland in a new
modern story.
Follow the White Rabbit into this imaginative
coloring book inspired by Lewis Carroll's "Alice's
Adventures in Wonderland," featuring intricate
pen-and-ink drawings by acclaimed artist Amily
Shen.
Bloody Wonderland
Betrayal of Hearts
The Sons of Wonderland - The Complete Series
Welcome to Wonderland #2: Beach Party Surf
Monkey
Book 2)
Dive through the looking-glass into a
Wonderland that's lush, exhilarating... and
deadly. Five steps to getting over a nasty
break-up: 1. Inherit a mini-castle from your
reclusive grand-aunt. 2. Fall through a
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mirror into a decadent upside-down world. 3.
Get to know the smoking-hot locals. Prickly
Hatter. Playful Chess. And the passionate
White Knight... Wait, what was I talking
about? Oh, right. 4. Discover you possess
powers that could win a rebellion against a
tyrannical queen. 5. Keep a tight hold on
your head--and your heart. When I tumbled
into Wonderland, I only wanted to escape the
epic mess my life had become. I'm not sure I
can trust anything in this bizarre,
intoxicating place. But the three incredibly
enticing men I've met here might need me even
more than anyone back home ever has. Maybe a
little heroism is all it'll take to heal my
wounds and theirs. As long as the Queen of
Hearts doesn't come for our heads first...
The true queen of Wonderland returns, but the
battle for her crown and her kings is only
just beginning.After a brief stint on Earth,
Alex returns to Wonderland to find that far
too much time has passed. Far too many lives
have been lost, and her beloved kings are
running out of options to save their
world.The clock ticks, but Alex is a queen in
pieces-her memories suddenly missing, her
magic out of control, and her head full of
strange voices that make no sense.As the
enemy marches against the last standing
palace of Wonderland, Alex will have to find
a way to put the pieces together and prepare
for battle.But can she possibly defeat the
sweeping darkness when dangerous lies are
lurking everywhere-including in the depths of
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her own heart?
Descend into Madness with the Sons of
Wonderland series collection one, books 1 and
2! Dive into this twisted Wonderland and
start your newest adventure with the Mad
Hatter, the White Rabbit, and the Cheshire
Cat, and the women who bring them to their
knees. This collection includes a never
before seen short titled, "Alice's
Jabberwocky". **This is a Horror Romance
retelling of Wonderland filled with all the
creatures and characters you thought you
knew. It contains gore and adult themes.**
SERIES COLLECTION INCLUDES: Mad as a Hatter
(book 1) Late as a Rabbit (book 2) Feral as a
Cat (book 3) Cruel as a Queen (book 4)
Exclusive Short: "Alice's Jabberwocky" If you
like Sarah J Maas, Gena Showalter, J.R. Ward,
Laura Thalassa, or Jennifer L. Armentrout,
you won’t be able to put down this highly
addictive twisted fairy tale. What Amazon
reviewers are saying about Kendra’s other
books: ★★★★★ ’I don't even know where to
start because I am missing words to describe
how much I loved this book. I've read a lot
of gripping books, but this was by far one of
the most addictive! For several hours, I
could not focus on anything, the world
disappeared and I was in Wonderland.’ ★★★★★
‘Unlike anything you've ever read’ ★★★★★ ‘The
story kept me hooked and I couldn't stop
reading.’ ★★★★★ ‘ This is one of the best
series I have ever read and I hope for more.
The author's imagination and talent are a
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thing of beauty. . .’ ★★★★★ ‘Brilliant.
Captivating. Absolutely addicting!’ ★★★★★
‘The plot is gripping, the world is
beautifully constructed, the descriptions are
vivid, and the characters wonderfully well
developed.’ ★★★★★ ‘Every book she writes is
magic!!’ ★★★★★ ‘I love everything about this
story and I love this author so much. I know
when I get her book that it’s going to be a
fantastic read and she never disappoints. .
.’ ★★★★★ ‘Kendra has the power to make you
love books you don't normally read or look
twice at.’ ★★★★★ ‘If you like strong, quick
witted, heroic women & sweet, sexy &
dangerous Norse gods this book is for you!’
In 1865, English author CHARLES LUTWIDGE
DODGSON (1832-1898), aka Lewis Carroll, wrote
a fantastical adventure story for the young
daughters of a friend. The adventures of
Alice-named for one of the little girls to
whom the book was dedicated-who journeys down
a rabbit hole and into a whimsical underworld
realm, instantly struck a chord with the
British public, and then with readers around
the world. Dodgson's playfulness-with
language, with mathematical puzzles, with
testy creatures such as the White Rabbit, the
Mad Hatter and the Queen of Hearts-still
confounds and teases lovers of fantasy
fiction today. Alice acolytes continue to
unravel the book's strange riddles, and
constantly find new meaning in the unexpected
underlying themes, from the trials of early
adolescence to the value of nonsense. The
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conundrums and delights of Alice ensures its
ongoing influence over modern pop culture.
This unabridged replica edition features the
original illustrations by English artist SIR
JOHN TENNIEL (1820-1914), and is a treasured
addition to any library.
A Reverse Harem Series
Toxic Wonderland
Decoded
Sins of Omission (the Wonderland Series: Book
3)
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland

Lewis Carroll's Alice in Wonderland books have delighted
readers across the globe for over a hundred years. Alice in
Wonderland Collection - All Four Books presents the two
most famous Alice books - Alice in Wonderland and Alice
Through the Looking Glass - as well as the Alice-related
fantasy verse The Hunting of the Snark and, for Alice
aficionados, a digitized copy of Alice's Adventures
Underground, the shorter, original Alice in Wonderland
manuscript which Carroll wrote for his friends and family
before they encouraged him to expand the book and send it
to a publisher.
"The full text of Lewis Carroll's novel with its many hidden
meanings revealed by David Day"--Cover.
"Outrageous hijinks and nonstop hilarity--five stars!"
--Lincoln Peirce, author of the Big Nate series Dive into
summer fun with this hilarious illustrated middle-grade
series by Chris Grabenstein, New York Times bestselling
author of Escape from Mr. Lemoncello's Library and
coauthor with James Patterson of the I Funny and House of
Robots series! Life's a vacation when you live in the world's
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wackiest motel! P.T. and his best friend, Gloria, are getting
ready for St. Pete Beach's first-ever Sandapalooza! The
Wonderland's biggest rival, the Conch Reef Resort, is doing
everything it can to win the sand sculpture contest, but P.T.
has bigger problems: The Wonderland has opened a new
restaurant--the Banana Shack--and running a restaurant is
harder than it looks! And to make matters worse, a royal
guest's priceless tiara has gone missing, and the prime
suspect is the Wonderland's beloved housekeeper! Can P.T.
and Gloria win the contest, keep the restaurant going, and
clear Clara's name?
I didn't fall into a place of wonder and madness. I was
taken.This world is a perfect, enchanting wonderland. The
people here are just as alluring. But we all have our
secrets.Like the white rabbit who's leading a rebellion right
under the King's nose. Or the sweet March Hare who's
actually an enemy spy. Or my one true ally in all of this, a
killer who's so feared they won't even say his real name.As
for me, I have more secrets than all of them combined.
Because Wonderland is waiting for the beloved Alice Liddell.
And I'm just the bitch pretending to be her.This is a reverse
harem series, recommended for readers 18 and over.
Welcome to Wonderland #1: Home Sweet Motel
Welcome to Wonderland #4: Beach Battle Blowout
Alice in Wonderland
Alice in Wonderland Picture Book
In the spring of 1685, Lord Hugo Everly, ardent supporter of the
Protestant upstart the Duke of Monmouth, vanishes without a trace
just before the Monmouth Rebellion, leaving future generations
forever baffled as to what might have become of him. In 2013, while
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visiting Everly Manor as part of her job as a location scout for a
film production company, Neve Ashley stumbles onto a secret
passage that leads her into the seventeenth century and straight into
the path of the ill-fated lord. Neve is able to return safely to her own
time, but she can't forget the man she met or the fate that's about to
befall him. Against her better judgment, Neve decides to go back
and warn Hugo of impending danger, not realizing that she's
walking into danger herself, for history is never straightforward,
and people's motives not always what they appear to be. Taken
hostage by the very man she was trying to save, Neve is trapped in
the seventeenth century, her fate now intertwined with that of her
captor, and the future something that neither one of them could
have envisioned.
Shirley Jackson meets The Shining in this richly atmospheric and
thrillingly tense novel from the acclaimed author of the "deliciously
creepy" Baby Teeth (New York Post). One mother's love may be all
that stands between her family, an enigmatic presence—and
madness. After years of city life, Orla and Shaw Bennett are ready
for the quiet of New York's Adirondack mountains—or at least, they
think they are. Settling into the perfect farmhouse with their two
children, they are both charmed and unsettled by the expanse of
their land, the privacy of their individual bedrooms, and the
isolation of life a mile from any neighbor. But none of the Bennetts
could expect what lies waiting in the woods, where secrets run dark
and deep. When something begins to call to the family—from under
the earth, beneath the trees, and within their minds—Orla realizes
she might be the only one who can save them . . . if she can find out
what this force wants before it's too late. With an ending
inescapable and deeply satisfying, Wonderland brilliantly blends
horror and suspense to probe the boundaries of family, loyalty,
love, and the natural world.
From Chris Grabenstein, the bestselling author of Escape from Mr.
Lemoncello’s Library and coauthor with James Patterson of I
Funny, House of Robots, and Treasure Hunters, comes the second
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hilarious, fun-in-the-sun adventure in his new illustrated series
about all the wacky things that happen when you live in a motel!
There’s always something wacky happening when you live in a
motel, and P.T. (named after P. T. Barnum, of course) has grown up
at the world’s wackiest! When word gets out that the hottest teen
idols in Hollywood (plus current YouTube sensation Kevin the
Monkey!) will be filming their next movie—Beach Party Surf
Monkey—right in St. Pete’s Beach, Florida, P.T. and his friend
Gloria know that the Wonderland would be the perfect location.
Now they just have to convince the producers! But when things start
to go wrong (crazed fans? missing stars?), it will take all of
Gloria’s business genius and P.T.’s wild stories to save the movie
before both it and the Wonderland are all washed up! BONUS:
Includes fun extras like P.T. and Gloria’s Famous Fact-or-Fiction
Quiz: Movie Edition
Revolution is rising in Wonderland. Dinah’s battle has begun.
Colleen Oakes’s twisted reimagining of the Queen of Hearts origin
story continues in this thrilling sequel, Blood of Wonderland. Dinah
has been exiled from Wonderland. The vicious father she always
feared has framed her for the brutal murder of her brother and
turned the kingdom against her. Now hiding in the lush and
mysterious Twisted Wood with only her war steed at her side, Dinah
is faced with a choice—to leave Wonderland forever, or stay and
fight her father for the throne. When a chance encounter with one of
her father’s long-lost enemies brings Dinah more allies than she
ever could have imagined, war starts to feel inevitable. But before
Dinah can lead her people into combat, she must confront certain
truths about her heart and her destiny—no matter how dark those
truths may be. Don’t miss War of the Cards, the epic conclusion to
the Queen of Hearts trilogy.
The Looking Glass Wars
How Play Made the Modern World
A Novel
The Marvelous Neverland of Oz
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Abby in Wonderland (Sesame Street Series)

Matt Hadder is the wizard of Wonderland Inc.,
a party planning organization for every major
player in the world. Matt can make anything,
including drugs, prostitutes, and deals, appear
for a night and then disappear just as quickly.
Wonderland Inc. was his life until Alex Little, a
beautiful contradiction of innocence and
impurity, obedience and rebelliousness,
stepped into his life and turned both of their
worlds upside down.
Mal is a Fixer, a child raised and trained to
"fix" broken fairy tales by an organization the
Fixers refer to as DeadEnd. Because, once you
enter a fairy tale, there's no getting out. Mal
has been assigned Wonderland. You know
Wonderland, the place Alice visited as a child.
Wonderland, with a Mad Hatter and a
Cheshire Cat. Wonderland, who has consumed
twenty-seven Fixers before Mal and has been
dubbed "toxic" by the Operators of DeadEnd.
But Wonderland needs to be fixed. It's been
toxic so long that every Wonderland story in
the real world is being transformed into
something entirely not child friendly. After
training for eleven years and studying every
re-telling of Lewis Carroll's classic, Mal leaves
the world behind and enters her very own
dead-end fairy tale. Well... everything is
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certainly twisted. The people are broken; the
Bloody Queens' reign has thrown the world
into turmoil and upset the balance; and the
places are, quite frankly, mad. At least she
found a few mostly sane, entirely gorgeous
men to help her along the way. Help her rewrite this fairy tale back to its original wonder.
And perhaps help her build a life in
Wonderland for when she succeeds - because
she is determined to do what the other twentyseven have not been able to. Everything
seemed pretty straight forward, and going
pretty smoothly, until she realized the fairy
tale she'd been sent in to fix is actually
infected by another...**This is a full-length,
new adult, reverse harem, dark romance
novel with a 'why choose' ending, meaning
the main character gets a happily ever after
with more than one man. It contains magic,
demons, shifters, nonsense, explicit sex
scenes, blood, murder. There are references
to past emotional abuse. This is a MMFMM
book with a STRONG focus on the woman
(although there is some MM and MMF in here,
too). This is book 1 of 4 in the series.
Alice in Wonderland (also known as Alice's
Adventures in Wonderland), from 1865, is the
peculiar and imaginative tale of a girl who falls
down a rabbit-hole into a bizarre world of
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eccentric and unusual creatures. Lewis
Carroll's prominent example of the genre of
"literary nonsense" has endured in popularity
with its clever way of playing with logic and a
narrative structure that has influence
generations of fiction writing.
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland Series
Alice in Wonderland Collection
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